
Rainbow Trout Creativity 
The Habour School



Investing in your child’s future

The�first�school�in�Phuket�to�embrace�
the�Finnish�Educational�System



What�makes�the�
Finnish�educational�system��

the�best�in�the�western�world?



Here�is�what�is�VERY�UNIQUE�
about�our�curriculum�



We�are�truly�child�centered�
We have No homework!! No meaningless worksheets !!

We help connect children to nature.

Play Play and Play under the guidance of  the most updated 
research in the world on how children’s brain work.

Children get to play outdoor every hour

Mixed age group classrooms allow children to form a 
real life community and learn from each others.



We let children be children. We allow them to fuel their 
imagination in a way that builds strong bases of  curiosity, 
creativity and independence. 



Learn to build self  confidence by engaging in risky 
play with close adult supervision 



Here children learn ‘Life Skills’ by cleaning up after 
themselves. They help clean their own school and take 
turns serving lunch to their fellow students. 



Situated right in front of  a beautiful harbour in one of  the 
safest communities in Phuket with over 200 security cameras 
allows us to offer this unique curriculum. 



We are always finding ways to offer new 
experiences for the children to interact and 

engage with our lessons. 



Facility



CLASSROOM
Calm, magical and aesthetically pleasing





Food�Experiment�Area
Used for cooking, cooking workshops and other food experiments



Lighting�Experiment�Room
Where children can learn about light, shadow and reflection



Indoor�and�Outdoor�Garden
Where children can learn how to grow their food and take care of  plants



Block�Centre
To strengthen problem solving skills and mathematical concepts



To succeed in the 21st century, science, technology, engineering and 
innovation have become increasingly important. We make sure we 
build this strong foundation as early as possible.

S.T.E.M�and�Tinkering�Space



Outdoor�
Play�



Outdoor�Art�Studio



Water�Exploration



Mudpie�Kitchen



Gross�Motor�Skill�Development



Socializing community, mindfulness and compassion time is very 
important for children to foster a sense of  community

Resting,�Socialising�and�Reading�Area



Interactive space for resourceful role-play dedicated to encouraging 
social-emotional growth, speech, language, problem-solving and 
cognitive development.

Dramatic�Play�Area



A play space with a treehouse, rope ladder, balance beam and climbing 
wall designed with input from our PE team to help with fine and gross 
motor skills development.

Gross�Motor�Skills


